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For the longest time there has been only one plan for the conquest of Europe: to become Emperor of
Europe. Empire building and watching the smoke rise from the fires of your enemies’ dying cities is

the objective of this real-time, turn-based strategy game. Built On the Success of Command and
Conquer: The core game is built on the success of the Command and Conquer series – a series of
RTS games that brought real-time strategy to the new generation of computer games. However,

there are significant differences between Imperial Glory and other RTS games, such as Starcraft and
Warcraft. The graphics and sound engine are also completely different and players will certainly feel
comfortable even with a few hours of gaming experience. Easy to Play, Easy to Learn: Imperial Glory
allows players to play it with little effort. The tutorial mode shows players how to play and the basic
tactics of each action are easy to learn. Players can play with just one mouse button, allowing them
to look at the map and click the appropriate button as needed. Innovative Game Design: With more
than 300 army units and 80 different buildings, players can easily find a unit and building that can

lead to victory. Features: Over 300 army units 80 unique buildings A wide variety of weapons A
dynamic campaign and random events Three difficulty levels.Q: Is there a "quick fix" patch for TCP
connection resets when switching from SPDY to HTTP? I had the misfortune of spending the day on

Monday trying to figure out why a server (which I'm not connected to any longer) would always
throw a "Connection reset" error for all GET requests, except for one type of request (where there
are 80+ files to download). In the end, I was able to figure out that the problem was caused by an

HTTP header the server was returning, but I couldn't figure out the exact header. When I noticed that
it was a "SPDY" header, and that there was the phrase "connection reset" in it (because it went from

a connection to the server), I closed it out as a temporary "quick fix". Now today, I got a very
sporadic (non-regular) burst of 503s from my server, and in the final response I could see the

header's name (SPDY). Apparently the "Quick fix" I applied on Monday was a complete failure. The
fix I applied to the server was to change

Features Key:
  New Animation Engine - Rotation, scale, color-slices.

AABB Box and Axis Alignment
The AABB box is aligned to the X or Y axis. That is to say if one end of the box is at origin (0,0) then the box
will be aligned towards the X (or Y) axis. 

Ball (Shape)
Box<float> 
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Box (Shape)
ConvexHullShape 

Collider
Colliders are added to be used as collision geometry, and collision volumes. All Colliders are Motion objects.
They can detect collision with other Colliders and Geometries. And be hit by other colliders and Polygons. 

Polygon
PolygonShape 

Squares
Convex polygon primitives with vertices. 

Triangles
Triangle 

Zombie
Zombie.h
Zombie.cpp
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